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Product Name: GPS Device Active Mode Radiated 

Receive Sensitivity Testing 

Deliverables: Report

Duration: 2 weeks

Items: 

Measurement of conducted receive sensitivity 

Measurement of radiated receive sensitivity 

A high sensitivity spectrum analyzer sweep of  

the GPS band and surrounding frequencies from  

the antenna

Comparison of radiated receive sensitivity to  

reference devices 

Recommendations to maximize performance

We’re doing controlled, repeatable radiated receiver 
sensitivity measurement on a GPS device. 

GPS receiver systems are unlike any other consumer radio 
product. These devices are more sensitive to RF energy than 
any other product in general consumer use. This makes them 
very susceptible to interference from even the smallest radio 
signals given off by any modern electronic device. The worst 
case situation is when the GPS antenna is inside 
a device. It’s important to clarify that simple 
unintentional radiator testing done as part of 
FCC, CE or PTCRB testing isn’t sufficient. 
A device can easily pass those test suites 
and have miserable GPS performance due 
to interference. What FCC says is ok with 
them is over 100dB worse (yes, 1x1010 
times worse) than what your GPS needs to 
perform the way you expect it to.

Like any other part of a new product the GPS 
system implementation needs to be properly tested. 
Design Verification Test (DVT) for a GPS is similar to any other 
radio receiver except you have much weaker signals.

GPS can’t be tested outside. The signal strengths of the real 
satellites are constantly changing as they move through the sky 
and it’s different at every location. The goal of DVT is to directly 
measure the radiated receive sensitivity of the GPS receiver to 
ensure the product actually functions properly. This requires a 
repeatable and controlled test setup, including isolation from 
the real GPS system.

GPS DVT needs a GPS constellation simulator, anechoic 
chamber and a skilled and experienced RF engineer to do the 
testing to ensure consistent results. Taoglas has years
of experience with integration of antenna and radio systems 
as well as the special equipment to make the measurements 
quickly and efficiently. We find that unless
a customer is in the GPS business, these special tools can be 

cost prohibitive to have in-house so we offer this testing 
as a service to our customers.

NOTE: This service offering is not intended to 
measure performance of the GPS antenna. 
Taoglas offers a separate service product 
for measuring the antenna performance. It is 
important to separate this testing to ensure 

each part of the system is measured and 
optimized in a controlled way.
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What is the problem or concern we are addressing?
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What can Taoglas offer you?
The Taoglas advantage

1. Materials
We are not committed to one material 
technology. We use a wide variety of  
materials and are constantly researching 
the latest developments. We ship 
antennas made from high grade 
Ceramics, FR4, Metal, Fiberglass, 
PTFE, Mylar and flexible PCB.

2. Surface Mount Technology
Taoglas are the worldwide leaders of high 
performance surface mounted antenna 
solutions for M2M with unique 
(patent pending) products for cellular, 
GPS, WiFi and other ISM band antennas. 
These products are delivered on tape and 
reel and connect to our customers devices 
during the standard reflow process.

We are the first in the market to provide 
automotive approved SMT GPS patch 
antenna products and also unique 

multi-band cellular antennas that achieve 
high efficiency and performance off the 
shelf in a small footprint. 

3. Antenna Design Techniques
We select the antenna design that is right 
for the individual project, application or 
market; PIFA antennas, Monopoles, 
Dipoles, Loop Antennas etc. 

We are not limited by design methodology, 
we use software and practical tried and 
tested procedures to deliver the most
effective and efficient antenna.

This means we are also not limited by 
antenna frequency we have the ability to 
deliver all antennas for the project.

For the device itself you may need to have 
multiple antenna types GPS,multi band 
cellular,diversity, WiFi, Bluetooth, RFID etc. 

It is best to have one antenna company 
provide all the antennas because it cuts 
development time by half while also 
availing of bulk buying discounts. 
We can design and deliver an antenna at 
any frequency and we have a huge amount 
of experience in being challenged to 
design with small spaces and high 
target specifications. This means we can 
provide full antenna network solutions  
- base station antennas, external/remote/
mobile and embedded antennas. 
 
4. M2M Focused
Taoglas employees have built up years 
of practical international experience in 
different markets, and have worked on 
thousands of custom M2M devices. 

Simply put, we know what designs work 
and what do not. We also stay close to 
M2M module developments and 

TRP (Total Radiated Power)
with Sample Custom Device for TG.09

CDMA (Loop Back Service)

Band (MHz) Position Channel Frequency (MHz) TRP (dBm)

CDMA800 L 1013 824.70 21.72

M 384 826.52 22.21

H 777 848.31 22.23

Band (MHz) Position Channel Frequency (MHz) TRP (dBm)

CDMA1900 L 25 1851.25 20.35

M 600 1880.00 20.57

H 1175 1908.75 20.51

TIS (Total Isotropic Sensitivity) 
with Sample Custom Device for TG.09

CDMA (Loop Back Service)

Band (MHz) Position Channel Frequency (MHz) TIS (dBm)

CDMA800 L 1013 869.70 -100.73

M 384 881.52 -101.94

H 777 893.31 -101.66

Band (MHz) Position Channel Frequency (MHz) TIS (dBm)

CDMA1900 L 25 1931.25 -105.61

M 600 1960.00 -106.36

H 1175 1988.75 -106.71
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The Process - Part 1

Taoglas will use our GPS constellation simulator and 
anechoic chamber to measure conducted tracking 
sensitivity

Taoglas will modify one of your devices to bring out 
an RF feed from your GPS antenna. We will then use
a network analyzer to measure the complete closed 
loop path loss of the test setup.

Taoglas will use this same modified unit, a precision 
low noise amplifier and spectrum analyzer to capture 
a high sensitivity sweep of the signals received by 
the GPS antenna in the GPS band and surrounding 
frequencies with the device fully powered and 
running.

Taoglas will then use our GPS constellation simulator 
and anechoic chamber to measure radiated tracking 
sensitivity. Using the substitution principal and 
the measured path loss from the network analyzer 
measurement we can measure the signal strength at 
the output of the GPS antenna, which is normally the 
input of the GPS receiver.

If a comparison with the development board for 
the GPS chip/module is desired, Taoglas will make 
conducted and radiated measurements on that dev 
board as well if needed.

Taoglas will compare this sensitivity data to 
previously measured devices, the dev board 
if present and the GPS solution’s data sheet to 
compare the performance and recommend further 
actions as necessary.

The Process - Part 2

From the test data, your engineers will be able to clearly 
see if
the GPS is performing with a reasonable range compared 
to the comparison devices. If the GPS performance is 
reasonable and the GPS antenna performance (separate 
test) is reasonable, no further effort is required. You have 
verified the GPS performance of the product design. If the 
GPS performance is not in an acceptable range, a mitigation 
effort will be required to improve performance. The data 
taken during this testing is necessary and sufficient to 
guide that mitigation effort. Testing any changes made to 
the device will require the same equipment used for this 
testing. Taoglas will support your engineering team by re-
running the radiated sensitivity portion of this testing as 
needed to measure changes in performance from their 
mitigation efforts. There will be an additional $500 charge 
for each measurement-day. The results we be added as an 
appendix to the original report.

Deliverables

The output from this effort will be presented in a written
report with major sections covering:

• The test setup
• DUT modification
• Conducted sensitivity
• Radiated sensitivity
• The spectrum analyzer sweep
• Comparison of radiated receive sensitivity to reference 

devices
• Recommendations to maximize performance
• Issues identified (if any)
• Suggestions on next steps to resolve identified issues 

(if any)

What does Taoglas need?

Our lab will need 2 test units. These will be 
modified for measurement and are not suitable 
for sale afterwards.  We also require the design 
files (Schematic, PCB layout, BOM, mechanical 3D 
model)
 
Your product must bring out NMEA strings to a COM port on 
a Windows PC. In our chamber, we have adapters for USB, 
Ethernet and DB9. The DB9 adapter is typically used for RS-
232 or logic level UARTs. Once outside the box, the test PC has 
USB, Ethernet and RS-232 physical interfaces. If the device is 
using USB or Ethernet, you must provide any
software required for the device’s GPS port to show up as a
logical COM port inWindows. The PC is running Windows 8 64 
bit. 

The device needs to be powered inside the chamber. If it’s 
battery powered, we need a means to charge the battery. If 
it uses a power adapter, we will need to bring the DC power 
through the wall of the test chamber. Typically it’s easiest if you 
supply a power cable.

It is critical that the GPS power up when power is applied to
the device, that the host processor not talk to the GPS or
take any other action that affects the GPS during testing.
Testing can take several hours.

Your firmware should support delivery of GSV, GSA, GGA, GLL 
& ZDA NMEA messages for GPS and GLONASS if you want to 
test both If you want the device compared to the GPS module’s 
development kit, you will need to provide the development kit 
sample. We need written instructions to tell us how to connect 
the cables, power the device, charge the battery, and configure 
the device (as required). 


